
Read-Alikes for
The Inheritance Games

Tokyo heist
by Diana Renn
Sixteen-year-old Violet agrees to spend
the summer with her father, an up-and-
coming artist in Seattle, but when her
father's newest clients, the Yamada
family, become victims of a high-profile
art theft in which valuable van Gogh
sketches are stolen from their home,

everyone's lives--including Violet's and her father's--are
in danger until they can produce the corresponding van
Gogh painting. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

Seven Dirty Secrets
by Natalie D. Richards
On a mysterious scavenger hunt that
leads her to clues about her dead
boyfriend who drowned exactly one
year before, Cleo must solve the hunt
before someone else pays for what
really happened to Cyrus. Shelved in
the High School section.

The Shadow Cipher
by Laura Ruby
In an alternate history of New York,
three kids try to solve a modern-world
puzzle and complete a treasure hunt
laid into the streets and buildings of the

city. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

Unwind
by Neal Shusterman
In a future world where those between
the ages of thirteen and eighteen can
have their lives "unwound" and their
body parts harvested for use by others,
three teens go to extreme lengths to
survive until they turn eighteen.
Shelved in the Teen Loft.

All your Twisted Secrets
by Diana Urban
Invited to a mysterious scholarship
dinner, six very different high school
students find themselves trapped in a
room where one of them must die to
save the lives of the others. Shelved in
the High School section.
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The Hazel Wood
by Melissa Albert
When the magical world in her
grandmother's book of dark fairy tales
becomes real, Alice, partnered with
Ellery, an obsessed fan of fairy tales,
must enter the world to rescue Alice's
kidnapped mother. Shelved in the
High School section.

The Naturals
by Jennifer Barnes
Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who has a
natural ability to read people, joins an
elite group of criminal profilers at the FBI
in order to help solve cold cases.
Shelved in the Teen Loft.

This Poison Heart
by Kalynn Bayron
While learning to control her gift, the
ability to grow plants from tiny seeds to
rich blooms, Briseis must use her
powers to save her family from a curse
as dark forces surround her. Shelved in
the High School section.

All Fall Down
by Ally Carter
After being hospitalized for insisting
that her mother was murdered, not
killed in an accidental fire, Grace goes
to live with her grandfather for a fresh
start, but when she sees her mothers
murderer again, her past comes back to
haunt her. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

The Gilded Wolves
by Roshani Chokshi
When the Order of Babel seek out
treasure-hunter and hotelier Séverin
Montagnet-Alarie to find an ancient
artifact, Séverin calls on an unlikely
band of experts to help him. Shelved
in the Teen Loft.

Immoral Code
by Lillian Clark
Told from five viewpoints, high school
friends Bellamy, Nari, Reese, Keagan,
and Santiago team up to hack into
Bellamy's absentee billionaire father's
business accounts to skim enough
money for her MIT tuition. Shelved in
the Teen Loft.
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Incarceron
by Catherine Fisher
To free herself from an upcoming
arranged marriage, Claudia, the
daughter of the Warden of Incarceron,
a futuristic prison with a mind of its
own, decides to help a young prisoner
escape. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

Fake ID
by L. R. Giles
When his friend is found dead, Nick
Pearson enters the Witness Protection
Program and moves to a new town,
where he finds himself trying to solve a
murder mystery. Shelved in the Teen
Loft.

The Agathas
by Kathleen Glasgow
To claim the hefty reward for
information about a disappearance, Iris
and Alice use the complete works of
Agatha Christie to teach them how to
solve a mystery, but they don't realize
the danger they are about to face.
Shelved in the High School Section.

They Wish They Were Us
by Jessica Goodman
Determined to make the most of her
senior year at an elite Long Island prep
school, Jill investigates the death of her
best friend three years earlier when the
latter’s imprisoned ex begins sending
her texts proclaiming his innocence.
Shelved in the High School section.

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder
by Holly Jackson
As her senior capstone project, Pippa
Fitz-Amobi is determined to find the
real killer in a closed, local murder case,
but not everyone wants her meddling
in the past. Shelved in the High
School section.

Truly Devious
by Maureen Johnson
When Stevie Bell, an amateur detective,
begins her first year at a famous
private school in Vermont, she sets a
plan to solve the cold case involving the
kidnapping of the founder's wife and
daughter shortly after the school
opened. Shelved in the High School

section.

The Parker Inheritance
by Varian Johnson
Spending the summer in Lambert,
South Carolina, Candice discovers the
letter that sent her grandmother on a
treasure hunt, and with her new friend
Brandon, sets off to expose the
injustice once committed against a local
family. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

The Marvelous
by Claire Kann
Chosen to compete in a mystery
treasure hunt at the private estate of
the creator of a massively popular
video-sharing app, three girls soon
realize that they are playing for more
than just money—they are playing for
their lives. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

Much Ado about Baseball
by Rajani LaRocca
Loosely based on Shakespeare's "Much
Ado About Nothing," twelve-year-olds
Trish and Ben should be automatic
friends because they both play baseball
on a Little League team in Comity,
Massachusetts, and they both love
solving math puzzles, but obstacles

stand in their way. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

Ink and Ashes
by Valynne E. Maetani
When Japanese American Claire Takata
finds out that her deceased father was
once a member of the yakuza, a
Japanese crime syndicate, danger
enters her life that could end up killing
someone. Shelved in the Teen Loft.

#Murdertrending
by Gretchen McNeil
Falsely accused of murdering her
stepsister, seventeen-year-old Dee
fights to survive paid assassins on
Alcatraz 2.0, the most popular prison
on social media. sShelved in the High
School Section.

Lock & Mori
by Heather Petty
In modern-day London, sixteen-year-
old Miss James "Mori" Moriarty is
looking for an escape from her recent
past and spiraling home life when she
takes classmate Sherlock Holmes up on
his challenge to solve a murder
mystery. Shelved in the Teen Loft.
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